“S

ometimes designers want you to throw
out everything, but Celerie and Samantha were
happy to reuse some of my old things”

few of Nabi’s favorite pieces, including a mirror, a candelabra, and a bench from Mexico-based Casamidy, which just
so happens to be a favorite source of Kemble’s. “Sometimes
designers want you to throw out everything, but Celerie
and Samantha were happy to reuse some of my old things,”
says Nabi. “They never made me feel like what I had before
wasn’t nice.”
“The majority of our work is maximalist,” adds Kemble,
“so it was a breath of wonderfully fresh air to look for fewer
accessories that are really strong. When you don’t have as
many items, you have to make sure that everything resonates and has a function.”
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New kid-friendly additions include custom sofas upholstered in a white Perennials outdoor fabric in the living
room and a custom banquette in the kitchen that’s covered
in leather-like vinyl. “I love white,” says Nabi, “but we host
play dates all the time, so our home needs to be practical.”
In fact, her housewarming party included several mothers
and children from school among the guests. “It was funny to
see the kids ‘skating’ around this perfect white space in their
socks, stopping only to grab strawberries,” recounts Kemble,
who joined the festivities. “There’s a sense of airiness throughout the apartment that you don’t often experience in New
York. It’s like you’re breathing something different.”
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Dreamy Lairs
(OPPOSITE) The Cisco
Brothers settee in the
daughter’s bedroom
is covered in Arabel
Fabrics’ Comfy in
Powder Pink. (ABOVE)
The RH bed in the
master bedroom is
dressed in Matouk
linens. The sconces
are from Visual
Comfort & Co. and the
night tables are from
Chelsea Editions. See
Resources.
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